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ABSTRACT
. The Ultimiate effectiveness of career education
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influenced by them become young adults. However, decisions must bp
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into curriculum materials, and whir -.h materials already developed
shoqld be further refined, install, tested, and disseminated. Logic
validation of the rationales And paradigms used can be carried out
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anomy. ,General guidelineefeir career developkent curricula consider
aseumptions about the five issues discussed in the first pprticn of
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development turricula,can be inferreA. Finally, seven design
principles are. developed and, the whole framework is used to examine
the logical validity of the Career Development for Children Project
(CDCP) for a K-12 curriculum 'in career education. (SA)
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INTRODUCTION

..
. . 4

There has been a recent:strong -thrust for'developing Ann implementing,

career education programs in the tation!S.schools (Harland, 1972). As

Crites,points out, this is not a new thrust (1973).' Crites,cites themork

of Frank Parsons in the 1920's'which outlined three stages to career de-

.. velopment. -These included 1) Self'analysis by the student of.hiscapabilr

.

Ades and interests, 2) becomingFamate of the demana:and responsibilities

f various occupations, and 3) logically matching the capabilities of:

oneself to the demands of a particular occupation. .Crites gOes on to/ .

metttiOn-the contribution of Eli Uinzberg who extended this paradigm by

conceptualizing, career choice,' ,not as a single event at some point in'

time but.rather as a largely irreversible, ongoing'normal developmental

process, According to Ginzberg's conceptualization, all children engage

in the process of career development toward solving.the:problem of becoming

ii.
what they want .with the associated career related status and rewards Within

...

the framework of their social, economic, intellectual and personality .

resources. Crites goeS on to point out, that.. Donald Super further refined

the notion of career education Adding theConeept of "career taturity.t

'AccOrding to Super career maturity is evidenced by five fa.Ctora.. These.

.include 1),awareness.of the need'aii:d opportunity to'Choose an occupation,

.:2) the amount of reliable infotmition 4 per4On,has about occupatins and
//,

/
his ability: to usa this information to id46411y plan and make rational

' .

career. decisions, jle consistency of,:theindividual's ocCupdtional

41 ..the dpvP 1 o ...n...t_o_f4gi,tona.Laayshological at tributes .

a

Consistent with the role requirements for theichosenAcarger and 5)'how.



close the occupational:seection meta-Les the ideals, interests, abilitieS,

and resources of the indiy dual. Crites discusses the various scales and
p

measures which have been and are cticrently, being developed to measure

the,degree to which carger maturity has been obtained by adolescents and

young adults. It appears.from his analysis that numerous measures are

available for the validation of career educatin curricula. To the extent

that such programs are concerned with the goals for career. education which

have'beenformnlated and refined from the early1920's to the present and

to the extent that Super's criteria or other similar criteria'have been
.

operationalized in the formof various inventories and scales, the effect

of such prOgrams can'be easily evaluated at some point in the future.

The question which remainsis, ho
i

can career developmentcurricula be

evaluated before their full development and implementation?

Numerous groups have been engaged in developingcurriculum materials

for career education: As leaders.in:the United States Office of Education

and the National Institute. for Education continue to emphasize career

education as a.priority topic Tor development and research many more

'groups will become involved-inthe design Of.instructional programs and

materials to achieve the goals of career edncation. It will take year's for

7 -

these materials and prograMs to be developed; refi d,. nstalled and tested-.

Programs beginning in the. elementary SthOol and,extendfng upward.through-

.'- the .secondary school are not likely.to bring about noticeable changes in

tthe measures Crites disCusses-eXcept after sequential use across grade.

1e4els for sevetal years. Perhaps the development of new scales- appropriate

. for use with elementary school.age chil4en to,measure dimensions of

career maturity would give some earlier indication-Of the potential
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. effectiveness of various curricula. Ultimately, however, theefectivenees

of such'curricula can be determined only when the'children-who have been

influenced by them become young - adults and make increasingly 'more M0or and
t

.perhapslargely irreversible career choices. How well these.individualschoose;

hoW informed they are about thtmaelve its;'their culture it occupational
-,

rples, responsibilities.and,rewards; hoW satisfied -(they are with theMSeiVes
, '

and their personaI-social-occupational-role; how well they understand their

own, role in relation to other. roles:, and how well..they function toward

fulfilling the double demands af-societal productivity and personal self-

actualization within, their'primary.work activity are .the ultimate criteria .

by which educational programs and curricula.Should be evaluated'. Yet decisions.

must be made row about which carter education Paradigms for curriculum design

t

should be translated into curriculum materials and which curricul _materials
; . _ .

'which have

tested- and

a

already been delieloped should be further refined, installed,'

disseminated, widely to the nation'aschobla.: ,,Logical validation

of the rationales and paradiims used by curriculum developers to generate
;

the actual topics, activities andmdterials of the curricula they propose

can be carried out prior. to. the full development or'implementationof the

programs. Such logical-1alidation is necessary

are expended wisely in the developmen of

conceptUalizedfprograMs which have a reasonable

meeting the generally stated and accepted goals

.is. the purpose of this paper tceprovideta means

, -

if limited funds and resources

a. finite- number of properly'

probability of succeeding in

far career eddcation. Lt

for determining the logical

validity. of the: Career Development for Children Project- 4'D00 paradigm

for a K 12 curriculum in career education. A logical. validation framework
_._.._ .,'

Will be constructed froMtwo proapectives. The:first provective allows
..

0'



1.

the CDCP curriculum generation paradigm to be examined against some basic
.

issues Underlying career educatioh. TheSeOond prospective allows the un-

derlying philosophy and organizatiOn of the prograMto be evaluated' against.

general guidelin2s for,cUrriculu4Cdesign.

Basic Issue in Career Development Education

The.issues.to.}be dealtwith are preseutin. any situation in-.which
-

education occura./(Ta the extent that career education. curricula begin
.

to deliberately prepare the student to enter the productive work force

of nation through preparation for and adoptionsof specific career

roles, the issues assume a greater importance thin for'more globally,

oriented educative programs.

Stability vs. Ghange

Change is a pervasive force in'all aspects of society, a point made

/.,
. . .

. very well'by Toffler (1970) and many othirer authors In this century the

rate of technological advance and Change has been so great that we are now

suffering from what Michael Marien has called a "kriciwledgelnversion.1

A 'great deal of new knowledge,, new 'values, new attitudes, and-resUlting

new occupational roles and life btylesiS-the speCial province of_adolescents

and young adults who are'. not yet,mature, educated, and wise by conventional.

chronological age and conferred degree standards. Mariegoes on to note

that the rapid and,major, changes in technical lnowledge and social behavior

'Personal communication by. Michael Marien td. the author

ft
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have resulted in an '.ignorant society." A large portion 1)f

in the more -noa'tute, adult and "educated" portion,of Our

that.ignoraffice

popUlatfon.' As
e

adults who hold degrees,. licenses, certification or.whoThave contributed

to technolbgica] advance,through personal or cooperate effort we are

intO.believing we, are edticated. But, says Natien: .

. .

-We have .created a society that we 'cannot .understand

and therefore. cannot manage; our'ignorance is a basic
factor'in all of our public' problens . .' . .'

,.. .
,- A .

Education, therefore, can no fonget be thought of an
activity sdlely.conflnedto-the young. The:trm,st

.

-itpottant learning needs- at present are'among adults
-- .

(Natien, _1973, p. 513). ..

- _
=

Marien identifies, an-area which presenta:a tremendous problem to

educators. planning a cUrriculum.desfgned to direc tudentth to future

occupational.rOles. It is true that some edifeatdrs of an-essentialist
, A

educational philosophy bias may not recognize the'probleuwhiCh Nariew
' 0

identifies.- There are still many-persOnswho,feel that the -content of
,9;

::,the disciplines they .teach or study` is some great and absolute truth-.-

6f course
,

is foolish, since the world of conceptual organization and

ideas,is completely tentative,andarbitraty. There is no truth in. any.

conceptual scheme or knowledge organization. There is only -functional

utility of .the *noWledge system to categorize, events and experiende toward

.

communicating to others one's ObServatiOns, inferences aro. predictions.

A knowledge or conceptual system is true only in. that sense that it is
,

isomorphic with empirical , observed phenomena-and is high in its:nenotatiVe-.

meaning to A large numbet of persons-shatina-an_inf?res-t-in-those-.7phema-mer--

.)

their categOrization,:interpretationoand maniOulatibn To the extent

ix

.
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that an organized knowledge system isf at some point".,ib&p,,orphiC with

. ,
empirically observed'events and, in addition, denotes olearly to many, people

the same meanings and feelings, it is likely to be a useful and worthwhile

bit of content fear inclusion in a curriculum., It'is also. likely to hell)

the persons who learn its arbitrary structure to function as effective

and rational probleth solvers."(Staats, 1071). However, like any other.

invention, gadget or tool, Concepts'or knowledge systems become outdated;
?

SoOner or latei.some-one'erse invents a new conceptualizationwhich is '.

. r
more isomorphic With more observed phenomena or events andsis more easily

understood or comprehended by more

constantly change-.. Lately they have been changing very rapidly: As basic-
,

/
knoWlede structures cha/ge they bring about new-ways of responding tof ..,/'

and interacting with all aspects of the personal, physical and social

environment.' Changes inAnoWledge structures are not limited to how we
.

.. ...

people. Thus knowledge structures
. ,

think about matter andenergy, mOleceles and motion.' They also ektend

.

to howoge think about amutselvea,,Ourfamilies and friends, marriage,
. .

ahoition, war,..religi;on, God; love and work. Insshore; there,lis'no realm
4

of human activity, indivi4ual or sOcial, which is not somehow conceptualized

by same arbitrary knowledge systeM4-, The way the activity is conceptualized

changes constantly over liTetimes and generations either greatly or little

depending u the` parelcular activity and many other factors. The changes
, .

1 i .

in conceptua ization cause great changes in huma behavior:patterns individually

-- ,

and socially, technolOgically and spiritually. We usually, desci;ihe- these
: 0

changes by saying he ideals'values, lifestyles, ethos, technology,

at-aadas of living Or cne cuirutiare c anging. We might be



more correct in simply saying'the knowledge structures by which the people

in 'the .culture think about themse1ves and .their world? are changing. Th

knowledge-appearsto feed upon. itself. Inv9tion and conceptualization

.fuel what Toffler (1970) Calls the "technological engine."

SomeSdholors advocate a controlled ands planned society. They properly

;,see the dangers of a continuation of an ever accelerating rate of change

In:which the "teohnologiaal-engine" runs wild and'comnletely beyond the

control of our "ignorant society." 'Sidrier-has long been a proponent for

a rational, controlled society. His recentebook Beyond Freedom and Dignity

.
.

-

(1971), raises. anew the question -of whether or not we.oan survive as a
4. -. i

,

.culture and species without such control and planning.
- --'

It seems unlikely that the rte of knowledge building ,and technologic

chahge will. Wcontrolled by legislation or gdvernmental intervention.
, ,

Factors more likely to contribute to-a reduction in the rate of teChnologic

thiingg in the culture 'are, increasing scarcity of'' basic energy, mineral

ancifood;resources which are alsoneeded to fuel the; technological engine.
.

. ,

In future centuries our nation andi.other nations may become more at-able.,-and

unchanging because there are few basic 'resources to operationalize the hew

conceptual knowledge Which is invented. Condeptualizine5 nellteohnology
v.

does not Consume nearly asmany basic resourcesaS does implementing that

\1 ,.

technology. Consequently,:it is poSsibletilAt,in the future, cultUres

Z.,

faced 'with 'scarce baSic resolirces may develop norms whlCh view conceptual

,

invention as a dangeroUs evil which pauses ultpatedestruction to the ,.

.- .. ... . H _ .

physital :aud ecological environment and expends scarce re, iourceS fqolshly.
, '

. ,? 4

currently same .prototype norms of this nature. Tallith have arisen .There are

fot'environmentalpoiliion and IkestrUction.



Still other scholars, see maR's tedhnology and his capacity to invent

and create as being the solutiOn to all human problems. When gas, oil and
..

coal energy resources are exhausted, man's technology will produce new un-

limiteclenergy sources from controlled nuclealusion or less unlimited'

but still tremendous energy sources frpm the sun.. For every problem there.

will, be ifnany n polutions' which themselves will create new problems which

wIll demand and receive new solutiOnS,and_so on forever.. So reason: theses

scholars whl see mans abilityt.osolve-and'create problems. as boundless:

What will th rld be, like when the _children in:our elementary schools
, 4

:,,

are adults?--- Which cultural Pattern, unrestricted change or 4 carefully'
.

,,controlled society, willibe.predominant? flow

..

can we prepare studentS'for,
1

.

4- ' v

A
. .

OCcUpatIonal roles 15'or 20 years into the future? How dan_we,prepalle our-
. .

selves to live and. function weld. in that'Sme urreertain futuie? These

are.all qustions which have significance for designers of career education

.

.

curriculaor any other social programs.

Technology as' Master or Servant

One unfortunate, pattern of recent knowledge invention and technology
.

*

,

is that it has tended to develop an abundance of',overspecialiZed odcupational
.

roles.' Some of this specialization is evidenced in the jargon of particular
0 _,

.
. .

fields and Occupaeions. Other evidence exists in the form of.common'devices
,

. . C
t.and appliances which'have come to require special tools,andattendants for

.
:

. . .

.i.
their care and servicing.. Perhaps an example will help. To remove the--

.

.

,-.15'
.

. ,,-

'
diStributor pOints,on.Some new automobiles a special cylindrical tool with

4

two prongs on the.end_is needed. ,Earlier,versions of these. automobile

distributors had:a simple screw and dut which held the distributor points
e 4

f
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in place.- Nearly evipr.one has a screwdriver and a pair of pliers and could,

if they wanted to, remove the points. Few persons have the special tool
72.

which is now required to remove the distributor point3 Ivan Illich motes

that when knowledge specialization,,construction of tools and goads and

social organization require the4mmon persons to7:seek out specialists
,

to solve problems he might' prop rly so1Ve himself, the individual is-left.

feeling impotent and dehumanized. Illich suggests that knowledge, technology

1'
and social systems ought to have the quality of convivial tools. According

A convivial society should be designed to allow all
its members' the most autonomous action by means of
tools least controlled by others. (Illich,,1973, p. 63)

a

Illich defines tools broadly. A tool is any mechanical device, social

institution- or conceptual organization or social convention which produces

.deal or intangible commodities( such as food, electricity; automobiles,

education, health, knowledge or decisions.

0

Toiols,foster conviviality to the extent to which they
can be used, by anybody, ads often or as seldomias de-
s red, for accomplishment of a purpose chosen by the

er..4The use of such tools by one-person does not
. - restrain another from using them equally. They do not

require previous certification of the user. Their
existence does not impose any obligation to use them.
They allow the user to express,his meaning inaction.
(Illich, 1973, p. 63).

Illich gives as examples of (convivial tools reading and writing and the

telephone. Reading and writing are complex conceptual tools which nearly



everyone. in our society. learns to nse reasonably well. A person can read

or write whatever fie chooses for whatever. purpoSe whenever he wants.

Year6 ago if a person wanted_some of his ideas or feelings encoded into

written symbols so that they,cOuld be preserved, distributed or sent to

a particular person he had to go see a scribe who possessed the necessary

encoding skill. If-he wanted to read a message from: friend he also had

to see the scribe to havetthe message d coded. Now nearly everyone-can
.4

write a note to his friend' n'read'a note his friend all by himself

Reading and writing haw* ecomemore_COnviViat tools andconseqUentlycon-7_,.,

tribute the conviviality of society. ,The telephonevpostal system,

and personal' automobile alSo convey a'greater conviviality to society.

These and other tools allow greaterpersonal.choiCe about what. one will

do, when he will do it,-and how he will go about it. Conviviality is
r

increased with a decrease in specialization of training, individnals,
,

I'
.

Tools designed to be convivial should help combat the "ignorant society

condition in which we.find ourselves by allowing each individual More:

control'over his own fate. This in turn Should lead to feelings ofAoy

and fulfillMent. Overspecialization of tools and society -can be .expected

to lead to regimentation; dependence, exploitation ,and impotence. Thus;

Illich argues, calling: or despecialization in our educational. and social

practices.'

Again:there are major implicationa here for career development eduCation.

If we are to educate.children toward becoming competent,:happy,Tself-controlled

adults in world of work roles we must train,thembroady.in a'wide

array of convivial skills. -They zaust be able to do as_Much as they can

'for themselves. They must be inter- and multi- disciplinary in their thinking:



They must possess a wide array of skills which allow them.to seek out

and learn how to do what they want to cici when they want to do it with

minimum dependence upon the skills of any special person or group. A

technology built upon the principle of conviviality has Potential to

further humanize society and enhance_ personal self-actualilation within

lifetime career activities: A technology built around superspecialized

'roles, statuses and occupations will almost certainly denigrate the

individual and the institutions of which he is a member.

The benefits, of convivial tools have.become recognized in inclustry,

. .

- recently. The efficiency-of assembly line` procedures has been found to
1 .

, . ,
.

I

not always be so effiCient:. The hidden costs of dull, repetitive, narrow,
el

unimaginatiVe production-line jobs are boredom, hostility, illness, poor work,.

t .

,manship, drug abUse, violence, abSen eeismana many other symptoms which result

from dehumanization by improperly us d technology. A number of automotive

producers, furniture manufacturers and other industrial producers have

begun td'experiment with training thelr.workers to work across a wide,

spectrum of roleS within the organization.. This requires training a much

wider range of skills and helps develop a worker more self-respected and-

competent who is also more adaptive, flexible,'-motivated and useful. to the

'parent company. In some places assembly lines are giVing way to teamsof

persons who are responsible for all thek operations across-alliphases-of-

production (Rothschild, 1973). In other more radical approaches workers'

decide when and how much they will work in factories that are open 24

hou4 a day, seven days a week where workers may come and gcCas they please,

producing as much or as little as. they desire. This; of course, is possible

only when' workers are themselves,.0r. in small groups, responsible' for the'.
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complete production of a finished product from start to finish as'is the

,.

case in constructing a piece of furniture or small aircraft.

Many corporate management training programs for years have required

the.tvainee to work for a time in all the major rolea and oeprationg per-
,

formed by the' persons'the trainee will eventually supervise: Thii *quires

.theme potential manager to learn a very broad array of roles and skills: In

short he becomes more convivial by;virtue of hi's extensive. and broad training.

He.is, therefore, a more valuable person to himself and his company. There

is ..no......reason_...to_thi4k-that,,managers-are-borni- They are almost = oert`ainly

made by the cumulative experiences they were fOrtunate enough to enjoy.

There mounts an ever increasingarray of evidence from behavioral science
A

that differences among accomplishments of most people are primarily

experiential and not genetic." What works for the manager would almost

.certainly work for the majority. of workers who may have become attenuated

in their occupational and personal developriint.;by being confined

;., . t)

to one narrow set of skills and functions.

For years there has beenmUch talk about the pursuit of ultimate meaning,

.feelings.of- worth andrespOnsiVility through means outside one's occupation..

Community activities, church, recreational pursuits and hobbies are all well

established ways which are held up to persons as means to self-actualization.

It-is-almost.'asjf-whole-segments-of.our population haveheen encouraged

to endure and comply with dehuManiZing nomconvivial occupational ,roles in

order that they.can find meaning and fulfillMent somewhere. else. One

'significant aspectof the CDCP program is that It propbses self - actualization.

through one's occupational role. This is a grand idea and one not often

proposed. Nearly all persons must, work at something or other. wonderful
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increase the probability that persons may find joy"and. fulfillment in

their primary.life activity, their.occupational

Within occupational -or career families there, are differences in con-

viviality which-are apparent. Again.these differences probably result

mOstly.from differential experience. Physicians are trained to higher leIels

of conviviality within health sciences than are laboratory technicians.

Architects likewise have a wider array of career si'elevant skills than do

draftsmen. 'The difference between a physician and a laboratory technician

or an architect and a dra suet is similar to the difference between the

Plant manager and -the as embly,line worker. The former individuals have

been educated and trained in a wider array-of roles and skills that the

latter. Consequently they have greater control over their own actions and

choices within their careerl and less dependence upon others for major

decisionsi They. Simply have a wider array'Of toolsYavailable to them that

may make them more in control, motivated, responsfble,-and self7actualized

persons wit1in their career activity.

Assuming there is a CoMielling logic to Illich's arguments toward

building a more convivial, society Whit,rolecan education .play in this taskZ

Y?

can effeCt_changes_it practices in -institutions in which-people-are-employed

What can-career-development curricula do to promate-cOnvivialitrin societ

;.Is itreasonable to believe that the educational ptograms of our. SchoOls

.
as adults ? = Can career development curricula promote conviviality as: a.svalued

1 .

,

.

ideal among studenta.which.they will strive toward in their personal career

developMent as young .adults? ,-" 0

.!:

.



WhO is an Educated Person ?.

*5 An'educated person is a perSon who can IoVe others. Before he can '

,

love others he must-respect himself. He must feel donfident,in and com-
,

petent about himself and his role in dealing with others, He is also rational,,

skilled in reasoning, intuitive and analytid thinking. IHe is :compassionate

andMarm in his interpersonal relationships. He is sensitive, empathetic,

and non-ethnocentric. He is an:independentlTmotivatedlife long learner.

He is a problem - seeker and solver. He is fluent and flexible in his
.

perceptions, ideas, and feelings. He is'curioussand anAnquirer, ,an avid

gatherer and organizerof,infOrmation and ideas, He is a coper rather than

a defender, an active: seeker rather than a pssiieecceptor. He is's.'

clarifier of his own'belief systeiils and veluestoward retoving:dissonance;

elliklletw the ideals h professes and the actions of his daily life. He is

"1.a. person who, continues'to grow in .i.isdom, competence, compassion and reason

-... , .

throughbut his, lifetime. Maslow (1943,11962) has described the educated.
...

persOn as:haVe many- other. schOlars Of human ,behavior-end,

developMent.before and since (Rubin, 1969, COtbs, 1962).,

This has'4ng been the ideal f the "educated Person. This type.of-

edudatedjerson is ideally suited tolife in a. rapidly c angi4g societY..

'BecaUse he is e,curious,life dong,quester, a problem seeker And-solver,

a perfuel_si4denti_ a 1lUent, flexible; adaptive, and creative personality,.

he both contributes to and thrives on change in his culture., Such an

individual has developed a brOad array of basic skills-WhiCh endow hit

with en unusual'-degree of conviviality.

In a highly' controlled and Stable Society, which as 'was noted earlier,

prOposedby some scholars, the educated Person scribedabove would poSe
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a threat. He.would be, viewed as a deviant and undoubtedly would be "treated"

.to correct his abnormal tendencies. beorge Orwell describes this type of

society in his boOk Nineteen Eighty Four.. In a highly controlled.sOciety

the educated Person is one who hag learned-his partichlargocial'and occupational

role well and ,come to take ptide in-his contribution toWard7aChieving some

great Social cause. We would' expect thinking and abtiOn to be More unifOrm

in such a society-as-"prOperly" educated persons worked together with pasSion

and zeal toward some widely shared tommon.end goals. We would "further expect

the social status andperscinal.relatiOnships of members of this society to .

be clearly and perhaps rigidly defined. The "educated person" in such a

society,becoMes the authoritatian personality who'needs,to be dominated

and to. dominate, who is fearfUlJof any person or condition who questions

. .

the eXiSting order of knowledge, values or social practice, whOTAdfends

against change, thinks categorically and is fulfilled only within some

great cause preSctibedrby some external authority who Controlghis destiny,

and under whose direttion he works, thinks, loves and lives. Thig:type

f "educated person" has also been described by many scholatg (Rokeach, 1960;

Adorno, 1967). :Irl.,many Ways the authoritarian personality is the antithesis

of the-educated,bumanized individual described by Maslow-.(190, 1962),

.RUbin.(1969I'and-Combs (1962).
.

In.reality a_given society is never completely open t change or

completely controlled. Given societies are interesting mixtures of ge

actualized and authoritarian personali Both-tonditions of society

and personality types are apparent in Our wn recent history. The deep
.

. -involvement of the United States,in World War II produced a unification

of thinking, action, values, ideals and lift styles which may have been

This uniformity of purpOge was reflected'unmatche1 d:in.our previous hiStOry.
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in the development of many technical training prograMs which had as their

goals the development of specific competencied for specific industrial and

military .roles. Thus machinists and military officers when in g

demand, could 'be trained in a-few_w6eks rather than in the customary pattern

of Several years of formal training or apprenticeship.- Education was reduced

for such groups to the bare bones business of training for narrow teOhnical

Competende. After World War II, and espeCially after, the Korean War, uniformitY:
e

of national goals and great causes were Muthless apparent. Divergence of

ideals, values, life Styles, educations, and occupations has steadily increased

to the present. Educated pers'.Ins of earlier times with more authoritarian

I- .,' ' .

,

-
.

. -
personalities who had been- taught and who :had learned to accept their lot,

..[ ,
i

shoW great respeCt for authority, to think'Stereotypioal,iy about themselves
c.,

1

.

and others, to:believe in the absolute nature and'truth'Of kndwledge"in . .

a scientificcadeMic and scient diSeiplines,' and to accept little'r no respondibility.

.

for!'their own destiny still made.
7

up a large,part
j
of-the station's middle class ,

work - force. These persons wereoffendedand threatened bye heever increasing
t__ ...

,,,,

divergency in publically,expreased values and life styles, and by the questioning:
.

.,

of h-asic goal's, .values and ideals:whibeganin earnest in the sixties

through free speeCh, civil rights, and bla6k power activists. TWis we see

the educated person is determinedin large part by the context and times

_

f society .in which he lives and'the'.forces. Which tendto make that soci

and its institutions dynamic and eve changing ormore stable and controlled.

It would appear, howeVer, as is the casein- biological evolution of species.

and the Principle Of natural selection through genetic variation, that the.

person who is more flexible and adaptable has a definite advantage In any
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society over his:rigid self-stereotyped,,nonadaptive and impotent counter-

part.

The implications for career education curricula are again apparent.

.

Students have ,both di afferential-needs nd preferences for particular skills.

Furthermore, differential role§ in society and different life styles cause

certain skills to be of more value and utility to some individuals than to

others. ,Thus, while the profile of the "educated person" may'include

common characteristitsi.the emphasis upon certain of those characteristice_

and the- proficiency in their associated skiilS may be expected to vary across

"educated.personp." The engineer may be expected, to va/ue,-amphasize,4nd

show more proficiency-in certain subsets of analytic thinking skills than

the marriage counselor, who may value, emphasize, and show more proficiency

in certain subsets of interpersonal relationship and social perception skills.

-Both may have proficiency'in Many common skills, but it is. unlikely-that their

skill profile will be identical in- emphasis and degree of proficiency- The

.
differential demands of society, as well as differences; in their individual

t
experiences and personalities,insure this. Obviously, both kinds of

individuals are needed by society. There is no moral or practical basis'
'1.

for attemptingto produce more-or fewer engineers ormarxiage counselors

through'' education. There ia, however; a strong moral and pradticaI bagis.

for providing an educationalisetting where both may develop their special

skills adtording totheir preferences and the needs of society. and wherer.'

both .may also be assured. adequate opportunity to become proficient, to Some
'.

deree in the broad array of skills which characterize the "educated person."

Carreer education curricula should, therefore, be dssigned,to develop' such

441.
wide arrays of skill and not be concerned with "fitting "-certain individuals

to specific vocations the pgper broad, array of coping
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;skills and adequate infirmation about himself and the Occupational world
.

the student should be able

than.any counselor.' It is

quite likely have to

and p_73ierns for the

to "fit" himself to a Vocationmuch better

important that he-be able to do so since he will

continue to "fit" himself to changing career.opporaihities

rest'of his prOductive life.

Locus of MotiVatiOn.

.

Why do people learn and grow? What is it thatnakeS students and adults

persist after remote goals? What is it which motivates people to,strive, work,

study and play? JIhere are very basic differences in the views various scholars

hold about the locus of motivation for human activity. There tend to be

two major world views about this topic'. Alne vieW-conceptuaIiteS students,.

Workers or any otheAr group of humans as being naturally passive and inactive

unless they ,are forced to be productive and competent $7 external rewards. All

behavior is considered to be motivated out of the desire of the individual

to receive some extrinsic reward which is held out to him by some parent,
- ,

managet,teacher or other controlling agent. The second major view conceptualizes

. humans as , organisms in quest of experience and its organizatibn. This view

holds that humans seek out experience, learn, study, work and play .because.

they deriv%great intrinsic satisfaction from organizing,

Thesegaining 'greater control over their environment.

-
reflecteu d in many areas of endeavor.

understanding

opposing views are

and

In his first .chapter in The Cogetians of Learning, Gagne X1970) paints

out that the choice of. experimental patadigm and experimental organism

American learning theorists has greatly influenced the learning theories

:17
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which have been developed. The paradigm has typically required an organism

t,

to engage in simple acts for'which he iS.rewarded, non-rewarded or punished
, . .

by some external MSnipulator. This type of paradigm has given rise, among

psyChologists with strict behavioristic orientations, to the notion that

organisms including hUmans.are largely passiVe agents in their environment

unless stimulated to action by external controls: 'Their role as children,

students, patients, workers or other members of/society is.t6 Work for 'the

'rewards established by the people who control their' destiny, be it parent,

teacher,!priesti,manager; or politician; They are assumed to-be motivated

primarily by extrinsic cOntingencieS of reinforcement which are managed by
A

others. It is true that under many conditions which have been eitablisheOL

.experimentally and socially humans, rots, Cats, Mite and many other organisms

can and do.aCt as'if they were motivated only by such extrinsic factors.

The question which has often been igncredi.s,-711f you starve a rat and then

put-Rim in a Skinner box to make him work for'his.food what else can you

expect him to do except to interatt,with yoU according to your designs through

pushing the bar the way you want and force him. to?" If the rat (orMan)'

wants to eat (be rewarded), and the experimenter (parent, teacher, manager)

is in complete auth6rity over him, then he must attend to the task,'find out

what it is his master has in mind for him and;,perfori.accordingly,. As

Bruner (l96t) notes the organism may choose to reject the authority of the

"experimenter" and defend'against doing the task-Setfor hiM. He certainly .

t
will be' punished or non-rewarded for such 'deviance, buthe may find great

intrinsic satisfaction in resisting the,,"experimenter" (parent, teacher,

, ,

manager). Bruner notes this is the:Case. with many, students who suppOsedly have

behavioral and learning d sorders.(194;:chapter7)
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The'rat in his natural environment is a much 'More tomplek, interesting,

problem, olving and; self-:controlled organism tAanis:the rat
of

in a Skinner..

box. The work of Konrad Lorenz (1952) and other.ehologists in studyidg
.

. .

. ..c '.-
the behavior of animals in_their natural settings Yields

,

a very different

0
view of learning 'In theif natural habitats-animals-have-tremendousing. Gailacity:

8

.for problem solving and self,regulation Laboratory studie of the.lognitive
t- t. ,,

:capabilities of animals wIych have been undertaken af'e beginning tofionfirm

the 'hypotheses of field studies of animals behavior (Harlow =H: F., aluck,

J. P., & SuOmi, S. J. 1972,;'Rathlin, H. & GreenL.,. 1972). It would appear

that the:narrow and restricted experimental paradigms which have been used

to study human .and animal learning have given rise to oversimplified and

p,

mechanistic views of motivation and behavior'which are inadequate for in-,

terpreting large- realms of activity. It maybe thatthe mechaniatic behadioris-

tic views of human learning and motivation which have been to prevalent

in American psychology have been developed-selectively by a society whichnA,

large part had-'already forMed a similar view of the nature of human-learning

and motivation. Most Amerlcan learning theorists may have been, in fact,

busy in the task.of designing experiments which would prove what most people

and'they,_theMselves already accepted as .true. Some evidence for this
X .

hypothesis.canbe fOUnddm studies of management and educational practices.

Douglas-McGregor' in his:Study' of management practices in business and

a
industryTnoted.there.are two major management comologies. He called these

f

theory X and, A.theory. Y.' These theories are ways in which managers conceptualize
.

the nature of man and his motivation. .Theory X assumes that people are

passive, that_t ust be 'forced to work or to',be'productiVe'i to make

something of themselves ,'that they are not responsible -;and have little

selfcontrol.
.

Therefore they must be controlled by authdratative managers
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1

who plan for the employee what is best for him and the CotpAr. In opposition,
7 ' /

,theOry Y.assUmea that the primary motivation for work activity 'is intrinsic,
ti

that people are responsible and capable of.selt-Control,-thatthe,interaction
. 4

of. manager and employee: is best viewed as a mLtual and collaborative problem

I '

solving activity toward common goals where both are.dependent uponthe

other and both exert 'power, and influence upon the other'(1969). McGregor

14
suggests that most managers have tended to believe theory X and have inter-

acted witAthe employees they supervise,accordingly)(1967). Theory X is

iremarkatyly like classical American behavioristic learn4 theoty_in its
..-....

,,.

assumptions about the nature of man and hia motillation. Many teachers,

principals and parents have also embraced the assumptions of theory X4,

(Tpstban and Weingalitner (1969), Chars Silberman (1970 and many,,other

obseivers of the operational pattetns of schools show ery clearly that
4

tudents'are often perCeived as-lazy, foolish; irresponsible, incompetent

individuals who must somehow befoiced,to learn enough to approximate

becomihg humari.- The of this Vie4nt and its effects uporyitudetts

and teachers have been discussed extensively by the author in another

document (Cole, 1972).

Wherei.McGreir's tlfory Xis well grounded inithe empiricism of

behavioriitic learning theory,, his theory Yis equally as well grounded

. in the empiricism and mucOctronger, rational-theoretic view ofynitive

learning theory. There is overwhelming evidence to believe that man-is

,
a quester, that he acts, works, plays .and learns not because someone forces'

:him to but because he is naturally equipped to do so and derives` pieasure

from doing. so, Piaget'S work contributes greatly to this view. His'work

is perhapsIthe mcis,t significant of any psychologist, ofopr time in'.
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raising questions And producing forMulatitns about how'humans grow and

'learn. As Hunt (1969, p.316)noteS:
, .

Piager's observationsa his theorizing provide evidence
and conceptions disson with the cdnception_pievalent
among S - R behavior theorists that organisms, including
human beings, tend to be passive and inactive until driven
into action by impelling,stimulation.

'41runer -through his work:in the study-of cognition and problem solving21,

iS also S major contributar_td-the-VieW:.that-people-seekexper-ience-and_

meaning, not because.they are fdreedby others td.do SO but because they

are forced bytthe,.desigp oftheir nervous systems to quest to create

'structure and order in aWorld of infinite and chaotic stimulus events

.(Bruner, 196$;,BDuner, Olver, & Greenfield, 1966).

.

Educational practice based upon the assumptions. of cognitive. learning

. ,

theory and the motivational theoty.of Maglow (1943) and Snygg and Combs (1949)

has been Calfed_process education._ The_bastc_differenceLbetween_process

educatiolvand more traditional approaches concerns the focus of motivation

for human action. McGregor noted he practide of business and industrial

management the cosmological view 'adop'ted by the supervisor determinee'the.

operational practices he will use Likewise'the bias of 'curriculum developers

and educators toward theory X or theory Y viewpoints of man and his motivation,

, will greatly effect the types of materialsprograms and teaching 'practices

prescribed for, the classroom. Theory X views fit well with a stable,

controlled society Where the educated person is the authoritarian personality.

Theory' Y fits well with.an unstable, changing society where the educated

person is; the highly convivial self- actualized individual, Curriculum

L
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materials and programs in career education under theory X assumptions would
I

b Orescriptivand deiigned o socialize certain numbers And-types of persons

tO.cerain numbers; of clearly specialized and differentiated Occupational

roles. Change of vocational rftrwould be difficult after initial selection.

,

and special training. Career education curricula designed under theory Y
fr

rylows of man. would be more truly educative. Rather than being prescriptive

they would be"informative and Utilitarian for the indiViduaL Ideally

the- career: education program of aschoolvould be. a, valuable tool with great

conviviality. It would somehow, enable anyone to learn what he needed- to

about himAelf and'-the occupational world so that he might acquire the skills
.re

and resources to cluett after what interests him -most. Ideally this questing

0

activity. Should be nis vocation and his questing should continue life,long

in that vocation or its career family.
-

Fidelity vs. Anomy

As a child growS and matures he must develop a belief in something.

He'must be loyal to some set of ideals and ethics. He must develop a sense

of Industry and a-work ethic which provides him with the motivation to work

and results in his feeling he is striving toward his goals through his Wbrk

activity. Given such a sense of industry and the development of an.internalized

work ethid the child begins to take pride and joy in his occupational

activities. He then becomes a responsible person who, "consistently does

hialtWorle, contributes his share, and carries his load without being watched

'Or coerced by someone else" (SMart.& Smart, 1972, p: 596).- Erikson (1963)

,describes such a person as one who :has developadfidelity.

,,-

As they become adolescents all youth must develop fidelity to something.

sr.
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People mustcome to believe in something whith givei purpose and meaning

to their existence and life activities. Individuals express their fidelity.
,

to 'the causes they become loyal to in a variety of life activities.

Occupational activities are perhaps more impertant in this "expression

of fidelity effect" than many other life activities simply bec.aahl.e they -

persist longer, and are the means to the acquisition of materials, wealth

and status which meet basic physiological, emotional and social needs. In

short, as an adult, the Monetary rewarda.fkom one's, occupation are the means

by which many of the basic needs in the Maslow hierarchy are consistently

and adequately met: To the extent that the individual:sees hii'occupational

activity as having meaning and purpose within some eause,to which he is

loyal he will construe his work activity as contributing to advancing his

ideals. He will becoue a happy, accomplished, responsible wdrker.tIn terms

of the Maslow paradigm; he will fillmany of,his_highe level "being needs"'

thrbugh his occupational or career activities. To the extent that the individual

sees his work activities as the-means only t,o meet his basici needs,and nbt
;

to'iMPlement his-idfmls, !e will be less happy, enthusiaStic, joyful and

committed-to his occupation. H!May. aontiuue hi§ Wo4 passively;;_or .even,

grudgingly, seeking,tO meet the needs of self-actualization in other life

activities completely unrelated to his work activity.

Many people follow, this-pattern and contribute much to their own

personal growth and development as well as to the strength of the community
4

L
through-volunteer work in many religious and community organizations. In

such cases, the paid occupation of the individual really becomes a 3acondary

occupational role. An example might be the Boy Scout Trobp leader who works.

*ell, regularly-but'not over zealously athis 8-tO 5 assembly line job ar
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a
the local plant for 30 years while devoting nearly all of his creative energy,

1 strength and idealism to teaching, leadership training and program building

within the local Scout. organization. His secondary occupationyWorking at

the plant, meets his basic financial needs. 4is primary Occupation,. for

s'

which he receives n:pay, meets his needs for vocational activity consistent

with his idealS. The present, and probably future, structure of society

dbes not allow all persons gainfully employed to achieve their Maslow

being level needs within their paid occupation. There are many legitimate

. ,

ways in .which persons Can express or act ,out-their fidelity outside'of their

8 to 5 job. .we .should' remember, however; that persons like the scout

troop leader also have a strongly developed value system and work ethic.

They have simply found ways to e;cpresS their fidelity outside of their paid

occupation. Many great writers, musicians, artists 'and scientists have

operated in similar patterns throughout recorded history.
.

Sometimes Sts to develop a sense of fidelity to anything..,,

Part of the process of growing up to be a healthy:and productive person

involves developing a sense of diversity as well as a SenSe.of fidelity.

Diversity, and fidelity are in opposition,, yet they are both needed. As

.Erikson notes "Fidelity_without a senseof,diversity can become an obsession

and a bore; diversity without a sense of fidelity;- an empty'relativise

(1968, p. 42). Too. much. fidelity, and too little diversity leads to therigic,

inflexiblelauthoritarian personality who will advance. his cause by any

meanS'. Too little fidelity and too much diversity leads tbanomy.

.Fidelity is being-loyal: to some set of ideals and building astrong

Ventity by engaging in life activities toward achieving those ideals.

Diversity is being skeptical of those ideals and'other ideals. It involves;

questioning basic purposes and'assumptions. 'It results in tolerance for
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atypical patterns of values and behavior. It carries within it the potential.

to deviate in thought, action, life style and vocation from tried and true

ways. It is the reason people. can be independent, adaptive, inventive and

creative. It also causes aperson to be lgss sure about who he is'and

what his ultimate purpose is. It causes him to question his own ideal's,

/
motives and purposea. --alversity, although a necessary,and valuable com-

.

ponent in personality development; can be destructive. Sidney Mead

,ftes powerfully about this characteristic of diversity in. his article

"The Lost Dimension and the Age of Longing" (1968, pp. 292 -298). 'Mead

points out teat many youth'in our culture graW up without developing an

adequate sense of fidelity. Mead postulates a value Vacuum for many of

theilation!! yoUth.. Where living is easy and'basic needs are met questions

about the deeper purpose and meaning may became more pressing and urgent..

For many maturing young adults.' for many reasons.tilereds'little the3Acan

, -internalize as:a grand purpose. For many people God is dead ands notes

Mead, for many` more who profess belief in God, the.Oiock of realizing that

they and their leaders often act and 'live as if He were dead' makesjt

impossible for them to internalize spiiitual-ideals and valOes. 'In earlirer
,

times in this century many.peoPle placed their faith,in man, his goodness,

compassion and competence. But, /says Mead, the A bomb was used to wipe
. ,

.

out 'entire cities. Ms 's competence and creativitY"has increasingly been-

turned to thetask of destroying life, dignity and property of other men

on scales never, before witnessed. Thus:, man too has fallen from his place

f glory. Man can no longer inspire.. If many youth cannot believe in God

and cannot believe in man 'What can they believe? What can they learn to

value?

a
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Youth long and search for something of value, something of untarnished

g9odness toward which to'express fidelityin.prder that life may have`meaning.

Mead argues that many youth fail in this striving'. They end up belieVing

in nothing nqt because they don't want to believe but because they cannot:

Without values, there is no purpose to any life activity. Alienation and

anomy deVelop. The observations of Mead and others such as Friedenbeig

(1960; 1965) help us better.ComPrehend why many.adoleseents who cannot find
0

some pradtkotive ideal or cause to become catmitted to become drop outs,

heavy drug users, lifelong drifters or members of a Charlie MaPon family.

PrOblets of fidelity and diversity,-alienation and anoiy AO not end

with adolescence. As Rappoport, (1972) clearly shows, they continue through-.

out the life span. This maybe even more true in the future where, rapid

'cultural change brings, about the "knowledgenversion" and necessitates

the rethinking and retooling of his career activity by' the. individual

several' times in his lifetime.

Again the implications are serious for career development programs.

How can ,a work ethic be developed in school children? What role ca5Athe

Sihool play in this task? What types of programs and ACtivites are most

likely to yield theroper blend of fidelity and diversity needed.to develop

04
healthy and Productive individuals with strong identities and a- strong

sense of industry while retaining adequtely independent, divergent, tolerant

and-open:attitudes.to changing cultural patterns?



General Guidelines for Career Development Curricula.,

;What are some of themajor qualitieS a career deVelopment curriculum

must:have if it is to assist the-grdwth and continued development of individuals:

in their life long career acitiviLies?- How does resolution.of the basic issues

discussed previouSly logically. determine criteria fOr such programs? -Before

answering these questionsit is necessarytostate assumptions which resolve,

in part at least, the five major issues discussed in the first portion of

:

this paper.

Assumptions

1. In the futures the rate of change will continue to. be .very great.

C

,

AlthOugh.dwindlingresources may force a reduction'in the Acceleration of

. .
4.

change' and cause change to be more rational, planned and controlled,-it,

,t
is.eictremely doubtful that a highly static culture with stable social and

occupational roles .wilLemerge. There is simply too Muth new knowledge

and In.v4ition currently available from scientific activities` in the past

15
decade not to have a tremendous. effect in changing human. life in ma34r ways

'in the future. In particular,baSi9(knoWledge in the area of genetic

':mahiPulation; the biochemistry of learning, memory and aging; ,Studies of

,controlled nuclear fusion; new data and theories of social-Organization,.

group intelligence.and behavior 0f.hUMan And non -human specie's.; and major

extensions 04 computer logic and technology all insure an interesting and

quite different world in the near future. Life styles, occupations, values,

. .

social. and political organizations, in
e:

tutions and any other human endeavors

,one.cAn conceptualiietiare likely tO.be modified, some-extensively, others

les
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2. qopiety can achieve a much greater degree of conviviality where

more and more people are freely in command of more and more technical skills,

knowledge and any other tools. Increasing conviviality of society will

combatA.ndividual's feelings of impotence and dehumanization and increase

their sense of agenCy and calInity for destiny control, This will help
,

individualth become more valuable to themselves and their-Society. Significant '4

.

trends now occurring in conviviality are apparent. Medicine is becoming

More preventative and community oriented. More and more individuals are

.learning the attitudes, skills and techniqued which allow them to eresponsible

for the nurturance and preservation of their own physical and emotional

health ratherth1/1 to allocate thii responsibility to the. dentist, physician-

or Psychiatrist. Aamoreand more people are educated' to. higher and broader
.

degree's ever greater.conViviality becomes possible in the generalpopulation.

,3. The educated persOn of today and tomorrow is the.personality described
4

by Maslow (43,-19'62), Rogers (1961), Rubin (1969) and Cole (1972,

His profile has been described in a previous sedtion.

here to say that he is fluent and flexible in his perceptions, feelings__

It will suffice

, and ac4tons while being confident and -Competent in his identity aa.aA3rOcess

in transition. tromMis ptegent level of meaning and purpose in existing 'to

evergreater. levels. He quests to become more noble and to build, a better

world. He simultaneously points out and confronts the- ever Present conflict.

:.betwee ideals and actions, his own-and others, toward clarifying the meaning.

of his life and developing personal.and social patterns of behavior, consistent
.

with his ideals.

4. People have a great capacity for self-regulated:responsible behavior

and function best from'bOth a personal and societal standpoint under-a System
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motivation. This viewpoint is both practical and moral-:-

e viewpoint that people must be forced by others -to learn and grow,

that they are irresponsible, lazy and only effectively tivated through'
E.

extrinsic rewards is both immoral and impractical. The latter view leads

easily.to a dichotomy of specially endowed "god7men" 'common men"

theory. Jensenl.a°(1969) argument than thete.are persons funCtionally

capable of only Level I or associative learning while other persons are

capable bf both Level I learning and Level-II or cognitive learning clearly

implies a.master and4laye society where learning aleity, power, wealth

and feelings of worth would all be controlled through assortative mating

withi4. social classes. Jensen's arguments for heritability-Of intelligence

strongly suggests tta only thrOUgh eugenics could one change the capacity

of human groups deficient in "g "-to become Level II learners: Although

Skinner has been a champion for making clear that experience, not genetic

'endowment, is the primary diffetende between people'(1971, 1972), One sometimes

Wonders if he doesnotA.wfact perceive the whol World as Level'I learnets..

If this,. is so, who dOeS:he see as providing the essential programing to .,.

build the planned society he suggests ?' One cannot help butassume that

-deepd.OWn he too mayharbor notions of-the programmed and the programmers,_

the establishers of the contingencies of reinforcement and the manipulatedj

masseS.. Skinner quite properly points out that society is 'presently like

thiS in Many ways. As I have noted earliet, McGregor reaches similar

conclusions about industrial and business management as dcrSiibertan,

YoSfman anct Weingartner and others about educational ptactice. Plato is

kt
not the only scholar, behaviokal sdientist,'philOsopher, teacher, Manager.

or politidian who has proposed a master and slave society.

0
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The immoielity_of such a view is apparent. It achieves high, levels

f developmen-Cof individuals in the ruling clas,'ontY:throtgh insuring the

attenuation of the development:of others in feelings of,Worth-and dignity,

and achievement of economic; social and political well being. The impractical-
;

ity is also apparent. It leads to defending rather than 'coping by both

groups. It uses energy and resources to maintain the btatus quo rather

than adapt to changing conditions. Given the first assUmptioa.about a

rapidly changi4 world such views about motivation are extremely impraciical

in this day and,age. '4

5. People must develop a value system which'provides a basic reference

for their decisions and actions. Children must begin to develop a sense

of'fidelity to some set of ideals. One aspect of this fidelity is a sense

industry or a work ethic. The child must begin to believe that_he can

express his ideals'and beliefs and find joy as well as, the meanafor basic

existence in work. activity. As.he.matures he will be most joyful, self-

.

actualized, committed,coMpetent and productive if he continues to grow

ln'his life.work activities to patterns of behavior more consistent With his

ideals.The changing world and society in which he lives change bothThis

own:ideals and the ethos of his Culture. He must, therefore, be skilled

in the art of constantly questioning and clarifying his values and the
e

normative values of his social groups toward achieving a better consistency

between stated ideals. and habits or, customs of action. He must continually

ask himself the questions, "DO you believe what you do?" and "Does doing
. t

r .
.

what you do advance you toward your ideals ? ", To raise and deal with sach

questions, to notice.discrepancy.between stated ideals and everyday-patterns

of behavior in himself and others he must also develop a strong sense

of'diVersity.. Perhaps his majOr.fidelity should.be centered around .a

confidence and excitement in himself and his fellowmen as capable problem,
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solvers who are engaged on a great quest to learn who they. are and what

life is about. It is amazing how comfortable and excited young children
o

are in their quest to learn who they are and what life is about: They

raise all types of very basic questions and play intently in diverse and

imaginatiVe waysto learn'more about their environment and themselvea.
.

It is equally amazing howa few years later some adUlts are sp certain a-
A

I

bout who they are and what,the wearing of thAir existence:is, ho4 threatened

they are about thinking dive gently about ba ic questions of meaning and

xistence, and how authofitarian, MoralistiCand pres riptive they become -

in dealing,With 'their children, students, eMployees an fellow countrymen.
. /

People with too much fidelity and too little diversity are dangerous.

In the. name of reason, truth and salvatiO4 theydestroy others emotionally

and physically. They fail to realize that one man ''s salvation is another..

ma$'s damnation, one man's grand theory another man's iron-maiden. Ultimately

they dehumanize both themselves and those around them.

GiVen these assumptions what essential qualities of a career development

curriculum can be inferred?

.Qualities for Career Development 'Curricula

Quality 1--A capacity for dealing with change and an acceptance of

uncertainty must be fostered. The curriculum should raise many questions
(-

about the future and the student's possible roles in that future. It should

present many issues to students for possible resolution, .g. "What is

work and What is play and what is the difference between them?" "Why

is something,which is work for one person play for another?" (Bailey, 1971;1

Zimmerman &Bailey, 1973). -The curriculum should strive to achieve closure
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and consensus only on facts and empirical information. ,It should not en-

coutj. uniform.concensus or closureon the multiple,inferences and gen-
e

eralizations which can. be produced from those facts.

Quality 2-- A..basic fluency and fleiibility of peiception, feeling,

,thinking, expression and action should be deVeloped. Curriculum activities

should never be dedigned to give the impression that:there is only.one

'way to_define a term to categorize events, people, jobs or ideas or to

interpret a given set of empirical observations. Rather the curriculum

should present the student with opportunity to reorganize, reclassify and

reinterpret conceptS1, generalizations,. methods and stereotypes. which

,

are the content of any curriculum. When students are engaged in learhing .

any skill, such as categorizing a group of objects, ev s, people or jobs

by common attributes theyshould never be asked to develop only one solution

to-thsproblemi They should be encouraged to seek multiple ways to Achieve

:their goal using different methOds of categorization-. Furthermore if the
- .

,
skill is deemed worth teaching the curriculum should present opportunity

for its use in many contexts: If learning, to categorize events, situationS

conditions,'occupational roles, likes and dislikes and objects is an

important skilloa wide sample of categorization activitiesvdlould be design-ed.

FurthermOte any given Categorization activity'oUght to he "designed such

that the student will be forced to examine his Choice. ofattributes,,select

.other attributes and recategoriie the array of.events,. Situations, etc..

in multipleways.: The Activities. should also be designed to encourage and .
,

allow .diversity in the choiceof attributes and the subsequent formation

of categories across students. ThecurtioUlum activities should deliberately

be designedto-coMmunicate diiectly to the'individual child the different'

perceptions, assumptions, values and aelection of attributes-whichoperate

among his peers and cause their. categorization t6 often differ IroM his
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own. This general principle of muleipIe'organization and interpretation

applieS not only to skill of categorization but most skills such as

communicationserving, making inferences, evaluating and persuading others

of one's views. The principle Can best beimplemented by building a

basic fluency within each activity in the curriculum. Each individual

activity should require and insure a variety of differing but logical responSes

both within and across students. The practice should extend beyonda.given

activity as basic skills deemed essential in the curriculum are dealt

with in a spiral fashion in'new and increasingly diverse and More 'complex

situations as Bruner has suggested (1960, 1967)'. This principle of.curriculum
0 ' \

ao.

organization is well recognized by many curriculuM developers who seek

to develop capacity for divergent.thinking, Problem solving, and-expressive

behavior (Torrance, 1965; Williams, 1912). It is functionairly achieved

in a number of exemplary process curricula (Cole, 1969, 1971, 1972).. As

I have pointed out earlier this does not mean the curriculum shoUld ignore,

dealing with conventional highly denotative and standarcicoding systemS.

which are necessary for communication. These systems are perhaps best

represented in spelling, vocabulary and word' meaning, grammatical construction,

mathematical operations, xelationships-and assumptions which are the basis

for much.other learning activity. They should be learned convergently

but not as'the truth. They'Should essentially become understood by. students

to.be standard. but arbitrary ways to represent aspects of reality and to

communicate with self and others Their mastery otp these basic tools endows

great conviviality uppri the individual. However, in most other content

of the curriculum, and especially irf career"development, it is much less

necessary and even undesirable, to teach fox convergence and concensus.
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Quality 3--The curriculuMmust.respect thg'questing, imaginative and

playful nature of the child. It should provide activities. whloh 'insure the

retention of the basic motivation to quest for Meaning. Torrance (1965)

has noted frdm-empirical evidence that excessive concentration of curriculum

activities,.on developing convergency in thinking, Interpretation and operation
,

. .

cause a redUction inbasic .P.uency- and flexibility of action and thinking.

He has referred to this as the fourth grade slump (1968). Many other

scholars have noted similar patterns resulting froth schooling.(Williams;

'1968; McKinnon, 1'969). The playful questing of the child can perhtps best

. .be fostered if curriculum developers, teachers and parents can themselves

remain open to the idea that auy propess skill organized. curriculum need

not be overly concern about the content experiences a given child encounters

or fails to encounter. If certain proceis skills are stated as objectives'

for a curriculum, if, these skills have a good rationale which justifies

their selection for attention, then we must take seriously only the9opportunity

to provide enough specifiC and varied topics, ,materials, and activities for

students to engage:in the use of these skills so that. " /. may be internalized,

generalited and broadened in the way Piaget describes the process invariants
, ,

of integration and coordination (Flavell, 1966).; With such a process

orientatiOn we come to view the ,ontent of particular curriculum activities

and. topics as a sample of perhaps an- infinite array of content.Which serves

as a vehicle in developing the skills which are the stated Outtomes.. We

begin to stop being overly concerned with whether or not all students

have mastered particular content orconcepts, The content Of the CUrriculuM

becomes less of a sacred cow and the curriculum-designer, teacher and
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student are,all much more free to play within awide array of topics.

It becomeS an impossible task to teach-for mastery of all content. It
.

deMoralizes students and teachers. There is simply too much. to learn

and too little reason for earning all that is knoWn. It becomes much

more possible, exciting and efficient to develOp skills which enable one

to know when he 'wants to -knOw, what he needs and,dwants to know. Most

of the .knOwledge which is taught in clastrooms is informatioin pure and
i

.

, _
simple.

.

Most of the learning which studente are required:to do is the

, !

memorization of this information and its relations4ps to other,infotmation:

Information is available from many sources.

The skillS to render data (information) meaningful and useful in meeting

One's needs, in questing ind-problem solving,are not stored in libraries

and otherA)laces.'' They'are the strategies which are learned over time by:

i .

competent individuals. Such process skills or strategies lead to the,

wise and pOwerful use of information. Such skills are the most basic

It is stored in Many places

foundation for decision making.

Quality 4--The curriculum must providehe student with many opportunities

for him to be successful in solving. problems, inclarifying-his own values

and Meanings and in.. recognizing ambigUities and 'ambivalence in his own

beliefs and beliefs of others. It must develop the understanding that it

is natural and normal to raise basic questions about one's purpose. and

ideals. Itmust somehow develop a self-confidence in the student.- He must
0

.
-

come to feel that he is an adequate reasoner, that he is equipped with the

means to interpret situations in his life OroduCtively and adaptively.

The, curriculum must present numerous opportunities for him to test his

spedulatIons and solutions to 'problems to determine the consequences.

For example, in junior high school students might explore their,own views
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about the amount of control and freedom they desire for themselves in their

career activities. A number of curriculum'activities could be designed

for them to test the adequacy of their forMulations about themselves.

They might list the recent accomplishments of which they are most proud.

They might examine and discuss the reasons they '-rived toward and completed'

those accomplishMents. They might examine the methods of influence they

use on their brothers, sis.tets,-parents and peers as'outlined in certain

.

SRA Social Science Laboratory Unit exercises. They might also examine the

tYPOS.of-control and influence ofher people use on themand think,about and

explain how they respond to each of the five types of control commonly

used. Activities of this type could be extremely useful in helping the

student understand himself and what type of life activites in a career

family appeal to him or offend him. He should have the opportunity to

translate some of this newly acquired information .about himself into-choices

of roles he wishes to shOrt classroom activities and projects..

Curriculum materials like the MATCH units (Cole, 1972; Seferian & Cole,

1970) provide excellent opportunities for such exploration. If possible

the curriculum should provide oppOrtunities and activities for the student

to.' condUct further testing of his views about himself and others in

non-school contexts..

Quality 5--The.iurriculum must broadly inform the student about the

diVersity of belief's, roles and responsibilities in career activities

of people. It'should bring him in contact from early elementary years

through high school years with a variety of persons who are currently working,

out their ideals, and meeting their ba'sic:economic needs in their occupations.

It should inform the student of the role expeftations which define the
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privileges-and responsibilities of various occupational=roles within career.

categories. It should provide the student with the means .to categorize

different occupational activities as being alike and different, in the services

and products- rendered and the statuses, rewards and sense of ageddY achieved.

It Should develop the capacity' of the student to seek' but and explore

multiple ways in which he may meet.his basic economic needs and his being

needs through tentative planning for.career development within a-given

occupational family or across several related occupational activities.-

The curriculum designer for career developmentShould recognize that-much

significant learning cannot and should not be,confined to the classroom.

As DeCarlo (1969)7nbtesimostsignificant learning of this type occurs

outside the classroom in the student'sJCity-and tdrritory. TO the extent

that it is possible/ the career development curriculum designer should

incorporate,and build upon other cbmmunity actiVities.aneprograns which

allow students to test themselves in a.,yariety of temPorary work:roles which.s

involve supervision of others and being SuperVised by others. All of these

activities should be designed to achieve the likelihood that the student

will take an active interest in his own careerSevelopment and achieve

a' capacity to perceive multiple-routes to meet' his goals. These outcomes'

would result in a sense of agency.

Quality 6--The Activities in a,cnreer",..,development curriculum must

develop a child's capacity for tolerance, compassion and empathy. As'

Piaget and Kohlberg have pointed out the process of maturing as a moral

person is life long (Stephens, 1967). An important aspect of develOpment

from childhood into adolescence is the transition from "moral realism"

to . "moral relativism" according to Piaget (Flavell, 1966). In some respects

the child in middle childhood is like the authoritarian personality. He
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sees issues of.right and wrong, good and-evil in a categorical framework

without ehe ability to recognize, other factors which confound the issues.

He lacks empathy,and the ability to-conceptually reverse:roles'with an
c

adversary. Consequently he can comprehend no view but his own and can

only categorically reject.ehe idea, value-, or behavior of someone who

offends him. He sees the offender as wrong in an absolute way. In the

development of moral and responsible behavior the child learns to be

more relati;astic in his reasoning about good and bad, right and.wrong.

He begins to understand how the context of given situations determine if

a given act is more or less appropriate.: He develops71116-zunteptual and

emotive ability to put himself in the place of a,person he disagrees with.

This is.best defined as the ability to adopt'.other.roles, to empathize

with others toward better comprehending why people behave as they do in

given situations. Stephens (1967) points out that some people never develop

-fully their moral capacity for to4erance and understanding,

A good deal of the ability of the child to develop to such a level'

4

is.probablya function' of the child rearing procedures used with hith by

his parents and teachers. Singer and Singer (1969) present-interesting

generalizations based on.empirical observation and studies which indicate

that loving and permissive parents produce children who develop these types

of moral Characteristics as well as a self- reliant, creative personality.

Hostile restrictive parents tend to develop fearful, anxious self-destructive.

children. Hostile permissive-Tarents tend to develop children with strong

,identities who. are self-reliant but are puterly asressivel, hostile and

socially destructive. Warm permisSive parents tend_to deVelop children who

are anxious, overcontrolled, achieVement-oriented and conforming. Although
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Unger, and Singer make these generalizations primarily about the,child

rearing. practices of parents, it appears that teachers. also can be globally

-eategorized-into- one'Of-the-four-quadrants-ofthe-twoAirrensional-paradigm----

for child rearing. It seems cleat that the.type of creative, self-motivated,

responsible and moral perSon called for as the. product of career development

,curricula is best' socialized through-the warm- permissive dimension. The

ti

career development curriculuM should probably be designed to foster such

Ariatmosphere. The, teacher, of course, must also adopt such ANiew and

implement it'll the ourricUlum is to achieve this val. A Curriculum

designed to be warm and permissive toward students does not mean there,

would benO structure and planning., On the contrary, there should be a

great deal:of structure and great-planning, much more so than in a typical

narrow prescriptive program which needs to plan for and carry out:only one

-set-of-activities-for-ail-childLen7for-each lesson: it would stOrly mean.

that the people who develop the Curriculum actiVities And the teachers

must have a basic and strong feeling of interpersonal regard for students,

In addition as they plan activities to develop the skillywhiCh.are stated

as outcomes a great deal of planning and structuring must take place.

The curriculum should:lbe permissive throUgh offering the child guidance

toward-develdping skills and competencies through allowing him. great choice

in the particular content, tasks,.and.activities hewill.seleCt. The child

should be largely free to seledt the means by which he will practice the

skill: The situation is similar to a. properly operated Montessori_ preschool

where there is great structure and planning evident in-the curriculum,

4

but tremendous freedom of _option and. hoice by students (Montessori, 1965).
.

.
.

A capacity. for tolerance, compaSsion and empathy prO,abli contribute

more to a person's "ability to interact productively with his peers than

any other set of skills. This set of basic skills is the cement which
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holds the matrix of any social organization together. The ability of a,,

person to get along with others, to understand their acts and motives,

to impathize-With their feelings and values-is probably-more-Important

in one's occupational role than in any.other social situation.with, perhaps,

the exception of one's immediate family,' Career development curricula

should incorporate many activities which foster the-capacity, for interpersonal

regard. Again the SRA Social Science Laboratory units provide a number

of activities-which are designed toward. such ends. Curriculum activities

ghaTlIdinclude a large number ofiiiII-de-Si-ge-diEfiVities which allow

children to adopt others, roles and viewpoints and explore their interpretations

f.the motives, and actions of the perscins in these roles.

Quality 7 - -The curriculum must help the 'child find ways to contribute

meaningfully toft welfare of some group.. There are currently more children.

who would like to deliver papers than paper routes in Many neighborhoods.

IncreaSed.SpeciaiizatiOn and. years. of formal education-have prolonged

the period of economic dependence of children upon their parents. Many

ch ldren have difficulty feeling that.anythingthey do contributea in a

-significantway to the welfare of their family or community. Children;

as all people want to count for something. they want to be compe.tent in

some things and esteemed for their contribution.. Some children satisfy these
o

need% through their schoolwork and school and community-activities, Many

other children fail to see the relevance of such activities to anything
. ,

of Significance or worth. Some encounter. this problem at grade three,

many others in junior high, high school and some later. Minimally the career

development curriculum shohld provide-ample opportunity for these feelings

of anony,and purposelessness to'be shared, examined and disCussed. These

are powerful feelings experienced by most-people sometime in. their
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They need not be viewed as abnormal or improper. There le no need to

helieve that children should accept trite answers as to the ultimate

purpose of their-doing their homework, getting an A, mowing
1

working for a merit badge in SaOuts or going to college. Children should

be aware that all persons, experience such feelings. '.They should have the

Opportunity to explore with othersthers in various later stages of career

deVelopment, the problems these people have encountered:land how. they have

or have not solved,them.

At bestpaCtivities in'a career development curriculum shoGld provide

the means for studentsto generate ways and outlets for the contribution (7\\

of their talents to some constructive cause, to explore and seekout ways

tA plcpt0e fidelity. This is an acute problem; Bruner calls it the

conflict between.social'and personal relevance (1968) :Ile notes Opt,

unfortunately, most of the curriculum WhiCh-is perceilfed as being of: great

social, relevancO,Teducators and.parenee is at' the same time perceived

as, being of little personal relevance by students, A career development

curriculum could provide the means for students, teachers and community

=leaders to'deal with and attempt to continuously resolve this issue, It

'
is ',an issue One,can almost always rally a group of students_to rap about...

Tjt le as issue which"has no ultimate_ resolution. It it also an issue

which continues'life long in.one e career activities and is well. worth

being equipped to think about anddeal,with, ,Onde again it is. the.process

for dealing with and adaptively tesOlving,suCh conflidt between personal

meaning and goale andaOcialorganizatiOnal missions:which should be the.

4

goal'of,instruction. It, is not th<tonvincing of the student or employee
. .

that the social relevance of his studying or working must have personal

relevance for him becausetit is decreed somewhere by some great authority
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or principle.:

These, then, are the basic at:Cantles which career development :curricula

f

___RUSt:Meet_if_theY_ArPLt0-biatentrWith the_ba0c___ISSIIPA41)1_011r

society in educating YOuth toward productive occupational toles. They are

deliberately broader in scope than'the. usual approach which chooses to

present the student with information about the economic aspects of various

occUpations and think about.what he would like to do when he gtoWs up.

_Deitign___P.tinciples far_ Cateer__De-velopmeo.tCttrri rill a_

The basiC

curricula are'like those for Most other programs. Many of these principles

have evolved-out of major curriculum building and reform activities which

occurred in the 1960's and are still underway. The'prinCiples stated, here

are based in part on the author's work in the study. of cUtriculUmdesign

and validation carried out at the Eastern TegiOnal InstitUte for Education

-(ERIE). Some of this work is reported in Research into Process Curricula

volume I ,(Cole, 1970) and Process Education (Cole, 1972). The principles.

set forth here are also based in large part on the recent work.of many.

other curriculuM developers and theOriats.

Principle 1

The social purpose and utility of the cuiriculum'as well as its value

'-tO the' individual student should be clearly stated and based in some logical

theoretical fraMeWork. A rationale which:justifies the expense and effort)

of instructnn in the content, Of the curriculum should be. well developed.
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A clear statement of the-Values which the curriOlUm espouses should be

prepared and be available for examination by prospective client adtinistrators,-

teachers, parents and students. The statement'of rationale should probably

deal with basicissues such as were discussed in the first portion of this

paper. The assumptions the program developers chOoseto make within the

context of those issues should, be clearly identified. The logic of the

choice of assUmptions should be ptesented.

Principle 2

The structure and organization. of the curriculum sho'uld'be based on

.some overall-paradigm:which recognizes deVelopmental capabilities,

-interestsend limitations of students at various levels. ,The paradigm

,

for the overall structure and organilation.Should also havelunctional

utility for generating a variety of. learning activities, topics and

materials to be used to meet,program objectives. The organization and

-sequencing of activities, topics and the design of materials should be

based upon.soMe commonly empirically understood and/ortheoretically con-

ceptualized.theorliof learning and development. For example, a Curriculum

in career development might be.organized in a manner suggested by Gagne

(1970). First the curriculuM developers would study persons successful

in their career building activity-. They would examine people in various

careers at various levels of development-and attempt to infer the types,

. .

f skills which are most common and most useful in making career decisions

toward achieving satisfaction with one's self and one's work... They would

then attempt to proiduce a learning hierarchy of skills and perhaps'attitudes

and motives. The uestion ,WhiCh would be asked is, '"What skills, knowledges,

/ feelings, attitudes or other competencies must a person have before.he,
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can exhibit a particular terminal skill viewed as essential to successful

career. development ?" An example terminal skill might be "interperaonal.

i.egard_towardpeers,_superiors_and±subordinates_in_ occupational Toles,
p

Thus the structure of the curriculum and the learning activities, topics'

and materials would be generated and selected to develoP"certain skills

believed to be prerequisiteto other mored-advanced skills. In selecting

particular activities and.topics appropriate for primary grades simple

: conceptions 'of cumulative learning according to Gagne's theory would not

-- - -be -enough -.--- Knowledge -of the deVelopmental-LCharecteriaticeefchilden 's
Ufa

thought, speech, actions and .nterests wouldgreatly. contribute and modify

the types of ctivities, topics and materials finallTseleCted or generated.

Another app.roach might be to specify the cognitive. and aocialcharacteritits

of children as determined by developmental psychology.. Piaget s cognitive

..-developmental categori+atiOn of children, the work of,Bruner or many others
.e*

might be used as a basis for the program- structure. Be(re the approach would

not be.a task analysis Of the terminal .skills to *determine a learning hierarChy

but a series-of developmental tasks which children need to master before

being able to cope with activities, choices and problems at a higher and

more .complex level.

In practice-there are some excellent curricula which have used both

approaches. The. AAAS Science: A Process Approach curriculum was developed
,

according to the theory of cumulative learning and behavioral task-analysis

of the terminal skills hypothesized as being used by scientists to explore,

,

the world. The'bOok f)iaget s Theory Applied to an Early Childhood. Curriculum

and associated curriculUt materials adopta the latter. approach to curriculum

design (Lavatelli, 1970Y.. The MAn: AsCourse of-Study Program is based

very centrally upon the theo7 and empirical develOpMental paYchology studies
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of Bruner, his colleagues and students (Bruner, 1960, 1967; Bruner, 01ver &-

Greenfield, 1966). The Resnick (1967) early learning. curriculum is based on

----a-coMhination-of-both-cumulative-learning-toward-process skills learning-

hierarchy approach and' developmental psychology theory.1. All,-of these

curricula are aided tremendously in the design of their materials and'actiYities

and their achievement of objectives through having a rational and consistent

theoretic basis. Any curriculum should have some such identified and organiZed

basis in the psychology of learning and development; most'do (Cole &

Seferian .

Principle 3

The'cuirCuium should have stated objectives. These should be of

several types. ,First there. should be broadly stated objectives which are

designed to convey the general' intentand purpose of the curriculum to

teacherg, students and parents.. There'should be .relatively. few. of these -

objedtives. Their purpose is primarily to inform and influence. They

should reflect and be consistent with statements which describe the program's

values and. assumptions about basic issues. The second type of objectives

should be greater in nuMber. and specificity. They should define areas of

1The Career Development for Children Project is quite strong in'this'
principle. Iris-based mOre.on.a.developMental task-cognitive ,Skages-;,
approach than a cumulative learning hierarchy viewpoint (Bailey :1971, 1973).
Vinacke's interpretations of the developmental characteristics of children
are used. to justify the organization of various tasks. The:influence of
Piaget'S theotyis also.apparent. The notion of spiral curriculum design
advanced by Bruner. is alSo.incorPorated.' Relationships between:broad and
specific objectives refledt somethingof a cumulative learning task analysis
approach.
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competence, perhaps as in clusters of process skills which are quite performance

specific but situation generalizable. The third type of objectives should:.

be large in number and quit highly performance and somewhat more situation

specific. They should be,viewed as a sample bf a given number of possible

objectives within a universe of acts-or performances which might reasonably
9

be inferred to foster the intermediate and general objectives. Perhaps an

example will-help.

Suppose a career development curriculum had as one of its broad objectives

"the development of the indiyidual's capacity to show interpersonal regard

and empathy for-his p superiors-and subordinates in social task-Oriented

(work) -setting-s-,-.11- An intermediate objective might be, "The student shows

respect forothers." Another intermediate objective. might be, "The- student

can adopt and role play the role of a peei, superior or subordinate. and

.adopt the feelings, mannerisms and actions normal.to that role in resolving

a given issue." There are many other internediate objectives which could

be stated. Let us, however., continue with the one which concerns showing

respect for others. The curriculum designer must Ask hinSelf what are

some ways in which'peop e respect for others. He can look around. him;

watch people, think'reflectively and gather information fram other people

toward beginning to list 4 numb of specific activities which indicate

respect for"others. Song of the activities:he-might list could be. sharing,.

listening, helping, waiting for and. being patient with ftleiFFi7 caring for

propetty-Of others, complimenting others, being tactful asking others for

thqiir opinions or advice and so on. He can, armed with his list, begin to

conceptualize, identify and select multiple but finite set of activities,

----topics, situationsr-mrd-materialsior-InStruction-whi.ch:411ow-these-specific
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performanceS (skill) tbe engaged in., He can further separate and refine

the activities to make them more appropriate from a developmental psychology

standp4pt and a prerequisite learning standpoint if he wishes. Thus he

may generate an entire series of activities within a given curriculum lesson

which) illustrate andprovide opportunity for practicing 'the skill. He can

. -

also stage later lessons for the further practice and generalization of the

skill in new and more complex contexts. Again an example may help clartfy.

this.

SuppoSe "sharing" is one area of activity which the curriculum. designer

feels is particularly important to developing, the intermediate goal of

"respect for others." He may then generate a whole list of sharing activities.

First he may ask hiMself what things should or do,peoPle share with one

another when they respect each other? He might list ideas, riends, feelings,

food, experiences, fears, material objects and tools such as crayons,. scissors,

-money, wheelbarrows; ladders, and concepts.' The curriculum, designer

might then decide to construct n number of lesSOns at the primary, intermediate,

-junior high and high school level around. the topic (or skill) of sharing.

He could choose within a given age level those activities inVolving sharing_

which are most relevant, of interest and likely to be carried out with

enthusiasm by children. Within the:context of'a particular. lesson he.might

want to arrange for children to examine the advantages and disadvantages of.

sharing-And engage in and experience actual-sharing activity in Muitiple:waya;

Thus lessons at the primary level might involve sharing crayons, food,.time

(as in which to show and -tell about something one has or has'done when every-

one wants tOtalk and there is only a limited tiMe), feelings and friends.

7---Iater-activitiesmightbemorecoacernedwith-ShaTingideas,observatiops,=

and'inferences.. Upper elementary and junior high activities should continue

with activities related to sharing feelings, friends, ideas, information
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and perhaps begin to place more emphasis upon sharing influence,responsi-

bility; worries and concerns, and classroom-cooperate-community resources,
.

_

and services: Each activity would be different depending upon the age level

'characteristics of the Children. An activity ouilt around sharing food

would be quite differentfrom 2nd grade to 9th grade:

It is very important that a curriculum have such a network of logically

related objecfives. Recent emphasis upon behavioral objectives, while

being very useful in many respects, has also been damaging to curriculum

design by some. One widely known advocate of behavioral objectives developed

a project where teachers in given curriculum areas simply wrote as many

specific behavioral objectives as they could, without any kind of reference

framework in broader goals or purposes. This is indeed a foolish task

since there are an infinity of preciSely stated behavioral objectives

for any content area of a curriculum. Logically and practically, however,

there are usually only a few generalizable skills which are the purpose.

of `the curriculpm in the first place. If the curriculumAieslgner attends

not at all to these brOad outcomes and ideals, but only writes very precise

behavioral objectives and designs the curriculum around these:he usually

N
ends up. being victimized by his aim technology.

Another common error that some behavioral objectives advocates have

made is, to promote the idea t "If you can't state it in behavioral

terms, throw it outs 'This is a so foolish. Nothing can be stated-in absolute,

behavioral terms. The.types ofacts specified as outcomes by behavioral

objectives are only partially observable. Much of the behavior which produces

the prodUct of performance is unobservable., As.Gagne' (1970) notes it is

. .

---=more-app-ropriate-to7speak-'-of-behavioral objectiVes.-as performance-objectives.
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Such objectives always call for the person to perform some action or series

of actions or create some Product. We judge the adequacy of his learning not

.by observable behaviors (mOveMent of muscles,' changes. in enzymes and hormone

levels in tissues and cells) but by his performance which is a compendium

of_inany different behaviors. In fact, different behaviors may often be used

by the Student to produce the sample product. An example is when a student

subtracts 9 from 23,by recalling 23 - 9 = 14, or by thinking 23 - 10 = 13

and 9 is one less than 10 so 23 9 must equal 14, or by counting on his

fingers, or by thinking 20. 79 = ll'And 3 extraare 14. His, behaviors

are different in each case. The product is the same:: The curriculum

designer who writes an objective which sys, Given the relationship 23'7 9 = ?

the student shall produce with'100% accuracy the correct answer which is

14, and,who.thinks this is 'behaviorally specific is fooling himself: It

is somewhat performance specific, is product specific but most definitely

behaviorally ambiguous. A more appropriately stated performance objective

which recognizes the diverse behaviors and routes to determine the mathematical

differentes betWeen numbers would be, 'Given any-combination of one or two

'digit numberg-or.the real objects the symbols repreSent, the student should ,
4

be-Ole to accurately deternine the.difference in quantity. between the greater

and lesser value (number). 'turthermore he should be able to do so by' several

alternative methods which he can.explain and demonstrate and, which all

.yield the same answer.'.' Now with this.objective and information aboutthe

basid.maOtematical properties ofnuMbersystems. an entire series of:lessonS

can be designed and taught around this.performance objective.
:=

Another common .error which some behavioral objective advotates make
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IS thinking that broad goals- can be achieved simply by translating, the broad

, goal into one specific performance objective. Let me provide another example.

Supposing we began withothe broad objective suggested earlier as appropriate

for a career devclopinent curriculum. This broad objective was "interpersonal

regard and empathy toward one's peers, superiors, and subordinates." Suppose

we folloWed the suggestion of some helpful educational psychologists whO

tell us to narrow this down to one intermediate type of behavior. .Let us

select again "sharing." Suppose we further narrow this downby oPerationally

deciding what it is which can"be shared. Wedecide it is 'Crayons. NoW we

write a "behavioral" objective for elementary school level students as
,

follows. "Given a coloring task and too few crayons and colors in the

. possession of any one student tcicomplete the task, individual students

will share with one another their few individual crayons enabling all students

_

to complete the task with many Crayons of .many, colors." ThiS is a reasonably

good objective. ,It has meaning and relevanCe within'the broader objective

.

from which it was derived. It is operational and logically aPprOPriate.

However, having generated this one objective and designed one, two, five,

or' fifteen lessons about the specific activity of sharing crayons cannot

be assumed to have met the broad objective'or even greatly generalized the

skill of Sharing!.

There are in existence books and training materials and films for

teachers which suggest that one And only go through such a procedure to

achieve instant success ,in meeting all thoge 'noble goals for students.

Nowhere, In some of these materials, is it suggested that the process of

narrowing down the broad goal must be engaged inagainanci again: That these

multiple intermediate goals must be in turn each narrowed down,agsin and

again: That one ends up with a whole large number of intermediate objectives

concerned with interpersonal regard; not jUst Sharing, and that each



intermediate objective generates a whole hoSt of specific objectives, not

just sharing crayons, but sharing many other things as well. Unbelievably,

Some ofhese experts' deliberately 'communicate to teachers the.idea that

if you "narrow daze interpersonal regard and empathy to "sharing" and.

sharing to 'sharing.crayons and develop crayon sharing activities you will

have replaced ambiguous andlargely worthless goals ("interpersonal regard"

and "sharing") with good operational, achievable, measurable goals. After

1; anyone can -determine if a student shares his crayogs. The tragedy

'is thalltany teachers and some curriculum designers practice this nonsense.

The resultant curriculum deSigns are activities concerned with sharing crayons,

sorting squares from circles, making straight lines and curved lines, reciting

lists of words, naming major job categories, etc.5all of which may be appropriate

activities, most of which have little logical telationship- to one another

and collectively which have little promise of enhancing any generalizable

concepts, competencies or skills. I have-deliberately chosen not to reference

the works oT. educational psychologists who have produced such foolish advice.

This is not out of concern for mbarassing them. They deserve to be embarrassed

and worse. Perhaps failing to reference them will help prevent any fiirther

dissemination of their foolishness.

Perhaps the frenzy and fanaticism with which some educators have

approached converting the world to their new found religion of behavioral

objeCtives is based in An inadequacy in their Own personalities,to deal

with uncertainty. Thus it has become for them a new and rigid fundamentalism

.which if practiced in its narrow sense seems certain to make the curriculum:

even.less personally 'and socially relevant.

ti
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Performance. objectives are powerful
tools.

They are thought to be noble only
by -fOols!

Used properly they help one to. know
How to insure that great ideals
Can be apprehended and used
Toward doing that
WhiCh needs be dond'
Joyfully and with zest.
'By.almost anyone.

.They` -are not a Way

To-avoid,511d ddeper meanings
existence-and purpose.

There is no escape from
asking'why?'

.

No technique to banish uncertainty
and doubt:,

Questing for meaning, and morality!
That' what life's about.

Principle 4

The content of a Curriculum must consistof a wide:arrayv:of multiple

A
activities, materials and topics both with=in given smaller units of its

content. and across its total program. To the extent that a curriculum

has a proper logical-theoretic-badis and a set of appropria'e broad objectives

and multiple logically derived intermediate and.specific-Objectives it is

possible to achieve such a wide array of topics,'materials and activities

as the content of the curricUlum. To the extent'that the broad and inter-

mediate
-

goals are' generalizable skills, strategies or. processes fot.dealing

with aspects of problem solving and.coping behavior, the array of possible

activities, topics and materials becomes wider.And the choice of particular

content less crucial.

There are at least four reasons why a curriculum should contain such

.a wide variety of matetials, topics andactivities.

1. The generalization of-concepts' and skills is best achieved if those
concepts and skills are shown, to be and experienced as useful and
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applicable in a:wide array of situations which differ in many
yips. This is hot.; concepts and skills are naturally internalized
and-come to be-generalizable in their application (Elkind & Flavell,
1969); Piaget's process invariants of:assimilation, accomodation,
coordination and integration are based upon such multiple expressions
and experiences of concept systems and skills (schemata).- Bruners
(1960, 1.96$) notion of the deVelopment of Meaning and conceptual- .

ization through building structure and "going beyond the information
:_given" by capitalizing upon redundancy in perceptuil-cOgnitive
patterns of an ever changing world is still another recognition
of how learning of concepts and skills occurs. Gagng's (1970)
notion of vertical and especially.horizontal transfer of training.
as well as stimulus and response generalization in development.
of intellectual skills is 'a third formulation which.recognizes the
same phenomena by which Concepts and skills are learned, internalized
and applied. If a skill or concept is to be well learned-and in-
ternalized, if it is to have great utility in as yet unencountered
future situations, it must be learned through a set of'diverse
activities and experiences.

2. Multiple sets of activities, topics and materials organized as
a means to achieve certain goals provide students., with many, options.

.Students may- exercise choice. They may make decisions about how'
they choose to define and extend the limits of a concept or to test
the strength of a strategy or skill. This is the essence of
individualized instruction, not the usual individually prescribed
instruction approach where the only individualization is of learning
rate. Most individualized learning programs provide for less

individualization. Typically all students follow the same route
through, the program, do the same things in the same sequence,
being allowed individuality only in how fast they choose to go.
Individualization should offer more choice than for different rates
of learning. It should offer choice for topics studied, materials
used and activities in which students are engaged.

3. The assembly of multiple sets of topics, activities and materials .

for given lessons.and units of a. curriculum which are all concerned
with promoting the same concepts or'skills produces an array of
situational test-items. Any given topic, activity or set of
materials hick are designed for use in learning activities can
be set asid to be used to pretest or post-test student competence.
The instruct onal activities and tasks are no different frOM the
test task an act ties in'a properly designed curriculum. They

are all learn activities designed to develop competence toward
Certain concepts and skills. Sortie subsample of these can simply-
be reserved for pretesting to diagnose for the student and the
teacher, the students level of competence in a given area at ,a

given time. Depending upon the (diagnosis the-Student may or may
not need to have additional experience in generalizing and internal-
izing a particular concept or skill. Suppose "sharing" is the skill
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of interest. Perhaps he already shares very well in nearly all
situations. He needs, therefore, not to' be further instructed
in sharing,skills. He perhaps needs instruction in "accepting
responsibility skills." Diagnostic tests provide the student
add the teacher with information important in making decisions
about what to do next in the Progression of career development
decisiuds. This is not unlike the process the student will be
engaged in as an adult worker.

Other tasks can be reserved' to measure the growth in concepts and
skids of the student after he has participated irr n learning-
activities. The completion of the test task is itself instructive
since it provides one more situation in which the studenr can
generalize his skills or concepts.

4. Variation in the topics, activities and materials of a curriculum
combats habituation and stimulates motivation and attending behavior.
The wider and more diverse the activities,topics, materials
and, media of instruction are within a common core of concept OT.
skill objectives the more interesting the program will be This
was a design principle often ignored by early training films and
pen and pencil linear learning programs. Both were equally adept
at often piitting even normally motivated and interested'learners
into a near state of sleep. Berlyne hypothesizes on the basis of
many experimental studies that a lack of, variation in stimulation
in an environment leads to a reduction'of arousal and ultimately.
to sleep'. A stimulating, varied environment leads to exploratory
and questing behavior (Berlyne 1960, 1963).

AgaiW excellent examples of curricula-which meet this design criteria

are the AAAS Science: A Process Approach curriculum and the Man: &Course

of study PrograM. Others which are additional good examples are the Elementary

Science Study Units, MATCH units and the Science Curriculum Improvement Study

program. When properly used the good motivational effects of these programs

on students is -very apparent as has been documented in various.'evaluations.

-

Principle 5

The curriculum should:include a teacher education component. If the

curriculum is'a major)rogramwhich spans,muitiple grade:levels and which.
. .

is expected to be widelydisseminated.the teacher education prograra-shop:Irl

necessarily be more-complete, -The methods techniques and content of the k

.4

teacher education program should be consistent with the curriculum organization,
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content and value orientation. The teacher education program is elf

, a curriculUm and it. too ideally should meet the design principles

have been stated previously.

To the extent that the curriculum requires extensive teacher. education

activities the agencies and personSIAO usually train teachers must eventually

become involved in the training if the curriculum is to be idely disseminated.

Suggestions and_guidelines fOr involvement of such groups in teacher training

activities are provided in numerous sources (Cole, 1972; Cole &

1971; Havelock 1969,1970).:

Principle 6

The curriculum should be evaluated during its developuent, its trial

utilization and its dissemination. Evaluation should be largely formative'

in nature with sumtative evaluation occurring periodically to. determine -

how effectivt components cf the,program. are in meeting certain.objectives.

Procedures for conducting formative and summative evaluation are well

outlined in a mumberof recent sources.

Formative evaluation Is the.ptoteas'of:making rational' decisions

about haw to design and implement-a new curriculum or program to meet
1 .

. specified broad, intermediate, and specific goals, Summative,eValuation

is the deterMination of how well certain aspects of the turriculuM (learning

activities, topics,materials, etc.) are functioning in Meeting these,

stated. objectives. Summative:evaluation should also and ultimately always

does, include "goal free, evaluation" where the outcomes and effects of the

-curriculum'are examined against the goals of ny other sroups which may

not.be the Samelas.those of the program develo paper Which:sUmmarizes
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and explains in greater detail the procedures of formative, summative and

"goal tree" evaluation i "Evaluation of Experiential Education Programs"

(Cole, 1972). This paper reviews and presents Some of the recent thinking

about these aspects of curriculum evaluation

Not only must the instructional products,. materials, and methods

of.a curriculum be evaluated., the procedures, tactics and plans for dis-

seminating and iMplementing.the program must also be formatively evaluated

if the.curriculuM is to become widely used and adopted. Some general

proOedures for these activities are contained in "Guidelines for Project

Design, ImplementatiOn, Monitoring and Evaluation".(Cole & RerlihyT, 1971).

Procedures for the formative and Sumpative evaluation of the instructional

materials and methods of a curriculum as well as, the teacher education

program and dissemination and installation plans should all be clearly

established and followed throughont the design and implementation of any

major curriculum..

Principle 7

The curriculuM should be exportable and rePlicable, if it is to be

widely useful and influential.',, This is a.design printiple.which" is often

not met by programs which may be excellent in attention to other principles
1,

(Cole 1970,,1972). If a curriculuM depends, upon the presence of a given.

.individual for i proper use it will be very limited in its use: Likewise;

if it-depends on special and unusual materials Whnh are not generally

available or which;-eafinotl)e-made-easily available at moderate cost it will

also be quite restricted in its dissemination..

Existing curriculum materials can be categorized into three general

groups. One group consists of extensive sets of activities,.. topics and

physical equipment, organited in Some sequence A-second_group consists
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,of-teacher educatIon strategies and no physical materials. Programs of

this second type seek to cause changes in the way the teacher uses the

content and.materials which presently comprise the curriculum. Often no
ms

new materials are needed, but rather new ways to use the existing materials

and new roles for teachers and students:witlin the learning activities

centered around those generally available materials and topics. A third'

_ .

type of curriculum materials.are short duration,,well organized.and defined

ge"
instructional packages. Examples would be the MATCH units or specific

4
1 .

clan oom gaming aCtivitieg'Which,come in a kit and include all the materials

d instructions for use, These various types of curricula have the bility

communicate to:-teachers and students different types of information.

Probably a major curriculum desigwahould include all three types.

The finished curriculum pl'ckXge should be well defined and packaged.

It should include a body of available materials for use in learning activities

with students, identified topics of study, instructions' andauggestions,

.:for the use, further organization, adaptation and generation of-Materials;

topiks and activities to meet the stad objectives, and procedures for

:evaluating student progre$s toward those objectives. As noted previously,

there must also be instructional and training materials for teachers which

develOp proficient and flexible use of the curriculum materials to meet
w,

local needs and capitalize on local resources. .A paper which deals with

s,me of'theee properties' of, curriculum materials and procedures for the

logical validation of given existing curriculum.procedures,,materials and ,

components against broad programgoals.is."Exemplary Curricula as

for Facilitating Cieativity" 1970).

These general principles of curriculum design will helpinsute a

product likely to be worthwhile and functionally installable in many schools.

Vehicle§

e
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Logical Validity of the CDCP Paradigm

Teprevious issUes; qualities, and .principles- concerning curriculum

design may provide'a useful framework from.which to examine the logical

validity of the'CDCP paradigm as well as other career education programs.

Time does not presently permit the author to complete an extensive and

0
detailed analysis of the-CDCP paradigm against this framework.

It is apparent that.the,CDCP paradigm does meet most of the suggested

criteria quite well in its present stage of formUlation. It builds upon

and extends the fundamental conceptions of career development and career

maturity which have been in development through the work of Parsons* Ginzberg

Super, and Crites. The'program perhaps goes beyond this earlier work in

proposing that career education has a dual role o helping individuals'

toward a Maslovian achievement of being needs within the context of doing

work which is socially meaningful and productive.. CDCP has a' deft it&

growth and development of self thrust which is often lacking in pro arcs

.more imperSonally'concernedwith PrOducing workers for a:strong economy.

Because 'of this,rooting in historicallievolving concepts and ideals the.

long range,t.outcomes its .programs andMaterialS.produce should be quite

easily and appropriately evaluated in a summative way through presently
. .

available ihstruments'aqd procedures as suggeited by Crites (1973)

The program in bo.t h its supporting rationale documents and its Proto-
--.

type_ learning activities does convey qu1te Clearly its assumptions and
. .

values sbout-most of the isjor -issues whiCh have been discussed.. In larg.
.1

imeasure those assumptions are similar-to the ones which 'lave been Presented

in, this paper and logically defended.' The rationale.and paradigm for
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the.prograM,appear to be directed toward and capable of meeting the qual-

ities suggested as baSic for.a sound career development curriculum.

The CDCP. paradigm meets well the design principle of logical- theoretic

framework to justify its effort. It meets even better the second,principle

which calls for a structure and organization of the curriculum.within some

empirical-logical-theoretical framework of developmental psychology

learningtheory. The program also has broad objectives with stated rationales

and appears to have sampled appropriate numbers of specific objectives

for use in generating -and designing instructional activities an materials

and sampling topics for study. The program could be stronger in. generating

and perhaps better relating some specific objectiveS to major goals at

some points but it generally approximates thiS 1,441 much better than

most curricula.

The program could better meet the design principle of having a wider

array of topics, materials and activities within given levels designed

to achieve stated. competencies. The prototype curriculum materials are

fairly broad and varied and begin to meet this criterion. The.,curriculum

. generation paradigm seems capable of.fostering such diVersity in instructional

materials designs. It' be presumed that as more development work i

completed the program will be strngthened in this respect. One procedure

whill`might help achieve more diversity in instructional materials and act-

ivities while also building a better logical relationship between,broad,

intermediate and specific objectives is-the translation and reorganization

of the six domains of behavior (Bailey, 1973, p. 7) into process skill

categories. Thege are essentially process skills now but could perhaps

-be-better expre sed'as clusters of skills. For example "concepts of self"



might be translated into "knowing self% "liking self", "feeling esteemed",

"being loved ", "inferring self" or whatever other skills are generally

thought to be involved in nurturing strong self concepts. "Information:.

Processing'Skirs"-might be trans14ted,Anto "gathering or seeking.

"organizing infOrMation", "using information to make decisions", "oerving

.and inferring information", etc.

The program cannot, of course, fully-meet design principles 5, 6 and

7 at 'LIES- time since it is still in the planning and prototype development

stage. It appears, hoWever, that in future program development attention

should be given to each of these dimensions: Evidence of planning toward

meeting adequately the criteria of each of these dimensions is found in

the "Request' for Publisher AssistanCe" produced.. and distributed by.projecr

personnel attempting to,collaborate with commercial publishers and

diStributors of curriculum materials in the next stages of curriculum

development, teaCher education, program evaluation, and dissemination.

.This docUment is an excellent indication that the program developers are

aware of these needs and' are attempting to meet them. One-note ofcaution

needs to be raised. Many commercial producers are not interested in or

willing:to invest much time or money in developing teaCheieducationprograns
, 1

or conducting proper field studies and evaluation-priat-to wide scale dis-.

semination and implementation. Rather they wish to develop the materials

quickly and 'disseminate them rapidly to return money on productiOn and

development costs. Consequently it may be wise to write into the contracts
I

with commercial producers, agreements for teacher education and evaluation

functions be carried out by some other groups. Local universities and
0,

1

college offer one source of Some able graduate students and professors

with the cessary skills to Garry out these functions at minimal cost.
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Doctoral students often have difficult times identifying significant research

topics for their dissertations. Designing components of -a teacher education

program and evaluating them or designing and carrying out evaluation plans

to determine the effectiveness of certain curricular components would be

most worthy topics for doctoral students in educational psychology and

durriculum'andimstruction departments-. Of course in using these ,college

and university resources, the,program developers should prescribe very

Carefully the type of program or evaluation to be designed and carried

. out as mosLgraduate students and professors-will not have the necessary

broad conceptualization of the program which may be necessary' -to proceed

with ,a proper and-effective training and evalUation design.. In such situations

it is wise to establish a series of tasks and milestones which are designed

to insure keeping the.work on target. Such activities cannot simply b

globally subcontracted. They must be carefully:planned.and supervised

by the project..staff if the results are to be logically integrated and

meaningful.
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